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Shredders

Dethatchers

Seeder/overseeder

Lawn edgers

Leaf vacs/blowers

more information www.eliet.eu
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ELIET
A COMPANY WITH A VISION

F R E D E R I C L I E TA E R
CEO ELIET EUROPE

Are you responsible for keeping gardens, parks or forests
well maintained ? Looking for straightforward yet reliable
machines, designed with intelligence and understanding and
built to be hardwearing ? For over 20 years, Eliet has been the
partner you need to turn untamed nature into your own small
corner of paradise.
My father and founder of ELIET, Emiel Lietaer is part of a family
which for eight generations has been in the blacksmith business. A creative spirit who makes a point of being close to his
customers, Emiel has leveraged his vast knowledge of materials and extensive sales experience to secure Eliet’s reputation:
A leading-edge company in the garden machinery community.
For over 20 years ELIET has been producing robust machines
that help you bring the fascinating beauty of nature to the
fore. We focus on three main areas:
• Garden waste treatment
• Landscaping and maintenance
• Waste clearance
We listen very closely to people like you. That enables us
to craft effective tools to tackle your problems. We make
machines that can move mountains, built from wear-resistant,
durable parts. How do we do it ? Through sustained innovation
and a permanent quest for new applications.
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ELIET
GREEN WASTE

BETTER CHIPS FOR FASTER COMPOSTING
Increasingly, your garden is an extension of your
home, characterised by cosy corners, haughty
hedges, fragrant ﬂower beds and sheltering tree
features.
It takes a great deal of trimming to highlight certain
forms or increase the variety of ﬂowers. Woody
prunings and other leafy waste are perfect compost
ingredients. And recycling waste only increases the
beauty of your garden. Good maintenance demands
the right know-how and the right tools. To this end,
ELIET has invested in the research and development of its own shredding system – the Chopping
principle – offering a host of unprecedented options. ELIET has also invented the mobile chipper.
It’s a touch of genius: by adding a wheel drive to a
chipper we make the lives of landscape contractors
so much more comfortable.
ELIET chippers combine ﬂexibility with perfect
performance, tailored to private and professional
users alike.

ELIET CHIPPERS HOME
(collective branch capacity – m 3 chippings per hour/engine)

NEO
30mm - 0,6m3/hr - 4.0 HP

PRIMO

MAESTRO

MINOR

MAJOR

35mm - 0,8m3/hr - 4 HP

40mm - 1,2m3/hr - 5,5 HP

45mm - 1,6m3/hr - 6,5 HP

55mm - 2,4m3/hr - 9 HP
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E L I E T S Y S T E M S TM

ELIET CHOPPING PRINCIPLETM
The patented shredding system cuts
with the wood grain, absorbing less
engine power. The blade system has
a wide cutting surface and is capable
of taking any green material without
difﬁculty.

BIOTECH™ CHIPS
The way of cutting makes sure the
wood chips are thoroughly crushed.
The high cutting frequency in turn
ensures that both branch and leaf are
chopped very ﬁnely. As a consequence, the Chopping principle™
produces chips that are better suited
to composting.

CHOPPING principle ™

P R E F E R R E D PA R T N E R S

ASSETS:
• Compact construction
• Low consumption
• Reduced noise emission
• Low-maintenance
• Long service life

ELIET CHIPPERS PROFESSIONAL
(collective branch capacity – m 3 chips per hour/engine)

PROF IV

CROSS COUNTRY

SUPERPROF

ULTRAPROF

MEGAPROF

80mm - 3m3/hr - 13 HP

120mm - 6m3/hr - 18 HP

120mm - 6m3/hr - 18 HP

140mm - 8m3/hr - 24 HP

180mm - 10m3/hr - 31 HP
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ELIET
LAWN CARE

LANDSCAPING FIRST AND
THEN MAINTENANCE
A healthy, full, resilient lawn: The dream of every
gardener. So what’s the secret of a healthy turf
mat? A high density of grass plants per square
meter. That is only possible in conjunction with
proper turf landscaping and maintenance.
We have a host of specialist machines to help you
achieve this and to assist you in turf management.
ELIET seeders prepare your seedbed perfectly,
ensuring that your lawn will grow just as you want
it to. Keep the quality of your soil high: together
with well-balanced fertilisation, aeration will
ensure ideal air and water permeability is achieved.
ELIET adopts a zero-tolerance policy when it comes
to parasites. Dethatching is an efﬁcient way of
combating moss, weeds, thatch, fungi and moulds.
It’s essential, bearing in mind the constant threat
hanging over the health of your lawn.

ELIET EDGE CUTTER

ELIET EDGE STYLER

ELIET VERTICUTTER

(blade diameter / engine)

(cuts/min.)

(working width / engine)

KS 240 STD

KS 300 PRO

240mm - 4 HP

300mm - 5,5 HP
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E L I E T S Y S T E M S TM

PERMANENTLY SHARP
BLADES™ FOR A
GORGEOUS LAWN

You’ll boost the resistance of an older lawn by overseeding – injecting it with new grass seed. This rejuvenating cure will increase grass
density and generate greater diversity of grass types.
ELIET’s machines produce the right conditions for your turf grass
plants to grow and add the ﬁnishing touch to your lawn. Perfect
lawn edges are child’s play with ELIET. Just take a look at a garden
maintained with ELIET machines and convince yourself.

Every Eliet verticutter comes as standard with Permanently Sharp BladesTM.
The blades are self-sharpening, thanks
to ELIET’s revolutionary concept, which
means they retain their sharp cutting
edge during their entire working
life. You can continue to use them
until they are completely worn down
without compromising on cutting performance because these blades stay
sharp at all times. Our unique ELIET
blades have a 100-hour knife life.

ELIET COMBI-SEEDER

E L I E T OV E R S E E D E R

(work width / seed box capacity)

(blade spacing / work width)

E 750

GZC 750

GZC 1000

DZC 750

750mm - 9 HP

720mm – 57 L

1000mm – 86 L

30mm - 750 mm
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ELIET
WASTE CLEARANCE

CLEAN AND TIDY
In the autumn, gardens, parks and planted strips
along roads are covered in a blanket of colour. It can
be beautiful, but it is also a gardener’s nightmare.
The professional only sees a garden with piles
of leaves and an untidy tangle of waste that can
threaten road safety and block sewers.
Eliet cannot stop the leaves from falling. But the ELIET
leaf blowers and leaf vacs do make keeping things
clean and tidy quite a bit easier. These machines are
not only ideal in the autumn but they also deliver
great work in winter, spring and summer too, blowing
away and sucking up straw, prunings, green waste
material, sand and even soil.
Their high quality and durable construction mean
that Eliet debris blowers are always as reliable and
dependable as you’ve come to expect them to be.
Eliet’s engineers design and build compact, practical
machines for both the residential and professional
markets. These highly manoeuvrable and localised
cyclone generators blow leaves wherever you want
them as fast as you like.

ELIET LEAF BLOWER HOME
(air volume - impeller diameter)

BL 360

BL 450 E

50m3/min. - 360mm

108m3/min. – 450mm
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E L I E T S Y S T E M S TM

VENTURY-JET™

The Eliet Truckloader heralds a new generation of debris vacuums
from ELIET. The Truckloader is the cream of the debris vacuums
crop, thanks to its compact and rugged construction, ergonomic
handle, sound-damping impeller wall and much, much more.
For more information, please contact your Dealer or visit us at
www.eliet.eu.

The Ventury-Jet principle accelerates
the airﬂow underneath the nozzle to
ensure wet, sticky leaves are blown
away without any extra effort.
The low pressure carries away any
loose leaves underneath the blower
nozzle which are normally out of the
range of the airﬂow.

E L I E T L E A F B L O W E R / L E A F VAC P R O F E S S I O N A L
(air volume - impeller diameter)

BL 450 EZR

BL 450 EZR + SULKY

TRUCK LOADER

108m3/min. – 450mm

108m3/min. – 450mm

108m3/min. - 450mm
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ELIET
CREATIVE LAB

INNOVATION
You demand the best, most advanced and
most efﬁcient machinery available on the
market.
Fair enough ! That’s why at ELIET our designers are always working on tomorrow’s
machines. Our R&D department has but one
goal: Greater knowledge and know-how in
gardening.
Driven by healthy curiosity, a well-knit team
of engineers and designers improve existing
models and test new prototypes. The loose
structure of the ELIET Creative Lab is ideal
for ripening visions into creative ideas in
informal consultation.

The result is a rich harvest of strong, exclusive and often patented
systems. After an extensive round of testing, they are added to the
range, ready to show their qualities in the real world. Our impressive
roll of honour proofs that our involvement goes beyond words:
1994:
1996:
1998:
1999:
2002:
2002:
2005:
2007:

Golden Spike at the Agribex international agricultural show
in Brussels, Belgium
Bronze Spike at the Agribex international agricultural show
in Brussels, Belgium
Innovation Medal at Galabau Nuremburg, Germany
Richard Hubert award Papendal Demo Days, Netherlands
Innovation Medal Omnigreen, Belgium
Innovation Medal at Galabau Nuremburg, Germany
Golden Buxus at the Agribex international agricultural show
in Brussels, Belgium
Silver innovation medal at the Demopark exhibition
in Eisenach, Germany

DISTINSTIONS
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ELIET
FUTURE VISION

Eliet will continue to create machines that simplify garden work even further. We
aim to be the benchmark brand in green waste processing, lawn care and waste
clearance.
Your opinions and experiences are the ideal seedbed for us to develop new
insights. They are the seeds from which we will continue to harvest machines
that solve the problems no one else does. A broader, deeper and more attractive
range of products enables us to reinforce our position on the market.
The recent expansion of the ELIET Machine Works in Otegem (Belgium) provides
sufﬁcient room for continued growth in the future to guarantee our high level of
service to dealers.
State-of-the-art production technologies mean we can respond to your demands
with speed and ﬂexibility. That’s how ELIET supports the growing success of its
machines. Awareness of your comfort, and the comfort of the ELIET workforce,
is part of our integral quality philosophy. Sound service, reliable machines and
personal contact: by working together we will get the best out of every garden,
park or forest.
The ELIET Creative Lab is working hard today to develop the machines of tomorrow. Cutting edge research into new techniques and improved safety are our
watchwords. ELIET’s partnerships with universities will also begin to mature
soon. The beneﬁts will be incorporated into ELIET’s products.
All these efforts mean that ELIET’s customers can continue to expect to beneﬁt
from the added value of our products well into the future.
To ﬁnd out more about ELIET, our machinery and our corporate statement,
please visit us at www.eliet.eu
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ELIET Europe sa
Diesveldstraat 2
B-8553 Otegem, Belgium
Phone +32 (0)56 77 70 88
Fax +32 (0)56 77 52 13
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